Human detection is important in many applications and has attracted significant attention over the last decade. The Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) as effective local descriptors are used with binary sliding window mechanism to achieve good detection performance. However, the computation of HOG under such framework is about billion times and the pure software implementation for HOG computation is hard to meet the real-time requirement. This study proposes a hardware architecture called One-HOG accelerator operated on FPGA of Xilinx Spartan-6 LX-150T that provides an efficient way to compute HOG such that an embedded real-time platform of HW/SW co-design for application to crowd estimation and analysis is achieved. The One-HOG accelerator mainly consists of gradient module and histogram module. The gradient module is for computing gradient magnitude and orientation; histogram module is for generating a 36-D HOG feature vector. In addition to hardware realization, a new method called Histograms-of-Oriented-Gradients AdaBoost Long-Feature-Vector (HOG-AdaBoost-LFV) human classifier is proposed to significantly decrease the number of times to compute the HOG without sacrificing detection performance. The experiment results from three static image and four video datasets demonstrate that the proposed SW/HW (software/hardware) co-design system is 13.14 times faster than the pure software computation of Dalal algorithm.
Introduction
Over the last decade, academic research on human detection systems has attracted significant attention in many applications, such as intelligent surveillance system (ISS) and intelligent transportation systems (ITS). Among various local features, Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) proposed by Dalal and Triggs [1] have been proven its robustness in the literature of human detection.
The most common way to use HOG for human detection is with the binary scanning window framework. A region of interest (ROI) window with various sizes is scanned over the entire image. The appearance inside the ROI window is thus described in terms of HOG that are further used for determining the presence of the pedestrian. This kind of approaches has high detection accuracy, but it has high computation burden. To alleviate this, some works have devoted themselves for reducing computation complexity, such as [2] [3] [4] . However, it is still hard to reach the real-time processing of 30 frames per second under pure-software realization. In recent years, there have been researchers engaging in the development of HOG hardware accelerators for human detection. Besides human detection, HOG has been widely used in many other topics, such as object detection [5] and vehicle detection [6] [7] [8] . Driven by this, the work on accelerating HOG computation has attracted significant attention recently. The studies on accelerating the HOG computing speed with hardware can be generally divided into two categories including the FPGA emulations and the application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) implementations. Both of them rely on sophisticated platform of HW/SW co-design [9] [10] [11] to fulfil an embedded real-time application to crown density estimation and analysis presented in this paper.
In the area of FPGA emulations, Kadota et al. [12] proposed a simplified HOG calculation and designed the HOG hardware with Altera Stratix II FPGA. Hemmati et al. [13] applied Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA to design the HOG calculation speed up to 60 FPS under 1920 × 1080 HDTV resolutions. Although the speed in above research could reach real-time, it was merely the calculation result of a single HOG, but ignored the connection and the computing time of the rest functional modules required for data input/output and applied them to the entire set of human detection system. Hatto et al. [14] made an improvement on this part, but there was a storage requirement for keeping the huge data of all HOG features in all detecting windows of an image in their work. Therefore, they decided to decrease the accuracy of HOG specifications to reduce the demand for large memory space, but the experimental result therefore revealed the detection accuracy was decreased about 2.68%. Furthermore, Bauer et al. [15] [16] combined FPGA with Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) on the display card in a personal computer for the computing of the human detection system. A
PCI-e interfaced Camera Link image capture card had to be equipped on a PC for the system structure so that the image data entered the FPGA on the capture card, through the Camera Link interface, for the HOG computing. The short- For ASIC implementation, Chen et al. [17] used a simple calculation approximating the original complicated calculation in HOG to reduce the computational complexity and hardware cost in their HOG ASIC implementation. Suleiman and Sze [18] also concerned and dealt with the low-power problem, such as the application of a human detection system to Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) being restricted to batteries. Multi-Scale Support was used in the study to solve the problem of various human sizes by scaling up and down the original image to generate a multi-layer pyramid image. Mizuno et al. [19] [20] proposed in 2013 to achieve the real-time object detection with high-performance and high-cost processors, but the required high-power consumption was not suitable for portable batteries. That study therefore proposed the design of a low-power HOG accelerator and utilizes FPGA as well as ASIC for the full hardware human detection system design. Nonetheless, most of the complicated circuits in that work were applied to implement the control unit instead of the data-path units.
Therefore, such circuits do not reduce too much computing time but increase a lot of unnecessary hardware costs.
The main contribution of this study is two-fold. Firstly, a SW/HW co-design system is proposed for human detection. The functionalities with less computation burden, such as tuning parameters is implemented using software; the computation of HOG, the most intricate part, is through the FPGA-based hardware. The incorporation of the software for flexible consideration with the hardware for HOG computation accelerates the processing of the human detection. Secondly, to further speed up the proposed system, only a set of blocks instead of all ones is selected for HOG computation. The selection of blocks is through the AdaBoost algorithm to guarantee the effectiveness of the human descriptor and only sacrifice a little detection performance. The resulting system achieves real-time processing and applicable to different applications.
The remaining of this study is organized as follows. HOG feature descriptors and the HOG-AdaBoost-LVF based human classifiers proposed in this study are explained in Section 2. The use of FPGA for the hardware circuit design of HOG hardware accelerators is described in Section 3. The experiments on popular datasets and crowd density estimation are done in Section 4 and the conclusion is made in Section 5.
HOG-Based Human Detector
In this section, we will briefly describe the steps of computing HOG descriptor followed by the time percentage of each step in computing HOG implemented with pure software in PC. 
HOG Computation
In Dalal's detection approach, a rectangular block in a detection window is di- 
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In order to insensitive to the relative change between background and human regions, HOG adopts the unsigned gradient, that is, ( ) From implementation consideration, the five steps to compute a HOG for describing a block are divided two modules, gradient module and histogram module. The computation time percentage of these five steps with pure software implementation in PC is shown in Figure 2 . From Figure 2 , gradient orientation submodule requires 55.6% of the software computation time, more than a half of total computation time because of the square, square-root, and trigonometric function calculation. Histogram normalization submodule requires the least time, about 0.9% of total time; therefore, in this study, it is not realized in hardware.
Human Classifier
Besides hardware realization for HOG computation, this study proposes a me- Step 1： Components
Step 2： Magnitude
Step 3： Orientation
Histogram Module
Step 4： Accumulation
Step 5： Normalization 
FPGA-Based HOG Accelerator
The designed One-HOG hardware accelerator is operated on FPGA of Xilinx Spartan-6 LX-150T, and the hardware architecture is shown in Figure 4 
Gradient Module
Gradient module contains three submodules, gradient component, component-to-magnitude, and component-to-orientation, with the functions of calculating the components of a gradient, transferring the square root of gradient components into a magnitude, and introducing the orientation of a gradient. , the intensities of four neighbours need to be operated. Moreover, full buffering scheme [20] [21] 3] is utilized, in which shift register operates serial in or parallel out, and block pixels pre-stored in mem 1 are input the buffering circuit with one byte data at one time reading (input). After the latency, when shift register is fully stored temporary data, four bytes data are parallel output to components submodule for calculation. The function of the gradient components submodule is to deduct four bytes input data with two substractors and then output two bytes data, dataOut_X and dataOut_Y, namely, x G and y G . Finally, the results are directly input the successive two submodules, component-to-magnitude submodule and component-to-orientation submodule. The circuits of the full buffering scheme and the components submodule are combined, as shown in Figure 5 . DFFs are used for controlling the signal flow of the data path. The gradient-to-magnitude hardware is merely calculated to the integer, which is the major factor in errors between output HOG vector and pure software calculated result.
Gradient Orientation
The function of component-to-orientation submodule is to calculate the gra- as an interval to divide bins, total 9 bins are divided.
As the calculation of gradient orientation requires complicated trigonometric function operation, table-lookup is selected for the implementation and its equation is expressed as:
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However, (3) is directly used for the implementation, dividers are required for circuits that a large amount of hardware resources would be spent for the circuit design. Instead of (3), (4) Table 1 . As the ratio of accumulation deflection designed with above mentioned method is 0%, the results operated with the completed gradient orientation hardware module are identical to those operated with pure software that there is no error. After integrating (4) with Table 1, the decision rules in Table 2 could be acquired.
Because the range of bin 5 spans across the first and the second quadrants, we need two different rules for specifying the classifying in bin 5 for the gradient orientations are in the first and the second quadrants, respectively. In the table, 
Histogram Module
After acquiring gradient magnitude and the bins from gradient orientation, histogram module is used for generating a 36-D feature vector. Figure 7 presents the circuit scheme of the histogram accumulation module, in which BlockTo4Cells circuit submodule functions to judge the input gradient magnitude and gradient orientation bin being in one of the 4 cells. The combined signals of OrientationBin (4 bits) and Magnitude (16 bits) are delivered, according to the location of cell, to the successive 4 vector circuits, Vote9Dvector1 to Vote9Dvector4, through 1-to-4 de-multiplexer for the accumulation. The circuit design of Cell Localizer is based on a counter and two hard-wired parameters, CL_P1 and CL_P2. The values of CL_P1 and CL_P2 are calculated according to (6) and (7), respectively.
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When the first set of gradient magnitude and gradient orientation bin is input, the counter starts counting from 0. When the counter value is smaller than CL_P1, the set of data is either Cell_1 or Cell_2; otherwise, the set of data is Cell_3 or Cell_4. Furthermore, Block_Width is taken the remainder with the counter value; when it is smaller than CL_P2, the set of data is either Cell_1 or Cell_3; otherwise, it is Cell_2 or Cell_4. At the below part of Figure 8 , the sub- 
Experiment Results
For validating the proposed system for human detection, the well-known and popular datasets including three static image datasets and four video datasets are utilized for experiment. Besides, the Dalal and the proposed HOG-AdaBoost-LFV human classifiers are respectively implemented on PC and embedded platforms for performance comparison. In the following sections, we discuss the detection results for static image and video datasets, respectively.
Static Image Dataset Analysis
The three static image datasets used for validation are CBCL Pedestrian Dataset [21] , CVC Virtual Pedestrian Dataset [22] , and INRIA Person Dataset [23] .
These three datasets are widely used in the human detection literature for per- 
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TP (True Positive) denotes real humans being labelled humans; TN (True Negative) presents real non-humans being labelled non-humans; FP (False Positive) reveals real non-human being labelled humans; and, FN (False Negative) refers to real humans being labelled non-humans. The performance results of all metrics for the three datasets with two human classifiers are shown in Table 5 . From the experimental results in Table 5 , the pure software computation with two human classifiers appears slightly different accuracy ±0.05% ~ 1.09% from the software/hardware co-design result with an HOG hardware accelerator. Dalal method presents the best performance, followed by HOG-AdaBoost-LFV method, but the difference is small.
Observing with the accuracy, the testing results between Dalal and the INRIA dataset used in this study reveal higher differences because of high inconsistency of the human posture of positive samples in INRIA sample sets resulting in merely 11 weak classifiers being selected with AdaBoost. The testing results merely show 0.04% ~ 0.66% difference between CBCL and CVC datasets. Based on the requirement and practicability to establish an embedded real-time human detection system, the proposed SW/HW Co-Design presents 3.94 times faster algorithms than Dalal and 13.14 times faster than the pure software computation of Dalal algorithms. 
Static Image Dataset Analysis
Four video datasets of Caviar video dataset [24] , underground surveillance video dataset [25] form AVSS, the campus video self-shot with a camera, and the video acquired from the surveillance camera self-installed on the laboratory hall are utilized for the experiment. Since there is no existing training sample in the video datasets, positive and negative samples are picked and segmented from such videos. The statistics of the 11 videos from 4 video datasets are summarized as 
In comparison with the experimental results as shown in 
Crowd Density Estimation
In addition to human detection, the crowd densities of the scenes in the video datasets are also estimated by using the proposed HW/SW co-design system. The estimation of the crowd density is from the frame-by-frame statistics of the detection results and is illustrated in the form of heat map. The 11 videos of the previously mentioned 4 video datasets are computed with the human detection system and the crowd densities of all videos are estimated as well. Figure 8 shows four heat maps of the video datasets. The red area in the figure stands for the area which longer crowd stays in or more individual pedestrian passing by. By analyzing the pedestrian flow distribution with such a way, the labor cost could be largely reduced. The corresponded platform of HW/SW co-design system is illustrated in Figure 9 .
Conclusion
To promote the human detection system from the PC-based platform to a real-time embedded one, this paper designs and realizes One-HOG hardware accelerator operated on FPGA to accelerate the speed of computing HOG feature. The designed One-HOG accelerator mainly consists of gradient module Journal of Software Engineering and Applications image and four video datasets. The computation speed is 13.14 faster than pure software computation of Dalal algorithm but only with less than 1% accuracy deterioration. Furthermore, the proposed system is applied to estimate the crowd density and achieves the real-time performance.
